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Topics in Template-Based Representations 

1.   Introduction 
– Variable-based vs Template-based 

2.  Temporal Models 
3.  Template Variables and Template 

Factors 
4.  Directed Probabilistic Models for Object-

Relational Domains 
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Introduction to Templates 
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•  A PGM specifies a joint distribution over a fixed 
set χ of random variables 
– This distribution is then used in many situations 

•  A medical diagnosis PGM can be applied to multiple 
patients, each with different symptoms/ diseases 

–  Assumes all patients can be described by the same set of 
attributes, only attribute values differ across patients 

– Such networks are variable-based 

•  Sometimes need a much more complex space 
than a fixed set of variables 
–  In a temporal setting, we wish to represent 

distributions where state changes over time 
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Examples of Temporal Setting 

1.  Monitoring patient in ICU 
– Obtain sensor readings at regular intervals 

•  Heart rate, blood pressure, EKG 

– We are interested in tracking a patient’s state over 
time 

2.  Robot location tracking 
– As it moves around and gathers observations 
– We want a single model to apply to trajectories of 

different lengths  
•  Possibly of infinite length  4 
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ICU Monitoring using a DBN 

•  Transition model for True-HR: 
–   linear Gaussian: at time 0, µ = 80 with σ = 30 

•  Sensor models for ECG-HR and Pleth-HR:  
–  Gaussians centered at True-HR 

•  Sensor model for SpO2: 
–   Gaussian  

•  Transition models for ECG-detached, Pleth-detached, and patient 
movement: 

–  assign a high probability to persisting in the current state. 5 
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Another complex setting: Genetics example 
•  Pedigree (Family tree) 

– Set of people with own properties 
•  PGM encodes distribution over all individuals 

– Gene’s allele is inherited from mother and father 
– Region containing blood type has values A,O,B 
–  Blood type phenotype is a function of both genes 

– No variable-based model that applies universally  
•  Each family has different family tree 

– Different random variables, connectivities 

•  Yet mechanism to transmit genes are identical 6 

BN for Genetic Inheritance  
G : Genotype  
Val(G)={<A,B>,<A,O>..} 
B : Blood Type 
Val(B)={A,B,O} 
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Template for a class of distributions 
•  A compact model that provides a template for  

– A class of distributions of the same type: 
•  Trajectories of different length 
•  Different pedigrees 

•  We consider representations to define 
distributions over richly structured spaces 
– Multiple objects inter-related in various ways 
– Template-based representations have been used in 

two main settings 
1. Temporal modeling using Dynamic Bayesian Networks 
2. Domains such as Genetics where multiple objects are 

related to each other 
7 


